The role of contagious disease in udder health
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Abstract

Contagious diseases are a threat to animal health and productivity, both nationally and at the farm level. This makes implementation of biosecurity measures to prevent their introduction and spread within countries and farms a necessity. Mastitis is the most common and costly contagious disease affecting dairy farms in the western world. The major mastitis pathogens are endemic in most countries, and biosecurity measures to prevent introduction and transmission must therefore be implemented at farm level. The 40-yr-old mastitis control plan remains a solid foundation to prevent the spread of contagious intramammary infections. Contagious diseases that do not affect the mammary gland directly may have an indirect effect on mastitis. This is true for list A diseases such as foot and mouth disease, for which biosecurity measures may need to be taken at national level, and for other infections with nonmastitis pathogens such as bovine viral diarrhea virus and Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis. Maintaining a closed herd decreases the risk of introduction of pathogens that affect udder health directly or indirectly. If animals are purchased, their udder health history should be evaluated and they should be examined and tested for contagious diseases. Transmission of infections by and to humans and nonbovine animals may occur. Contact with visitors and nonbovine animals should therefore be minimized. Because of globalization and heightened consumer awareness, the importance of biosecurity now supersedes individual farms, and increased pressure to control transmission of contagious diseases can be expected at industry or government levels in western countries and elsewhere.
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INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of international trade, globalization, and global warming, the importance of the control of contagious and infectious diseases has increased dramatically. Pathogens are emerging in areas where they were not endemic before, such as Bluetongue virus in Northern Europe and West Nile Virus in the United States. Rinderpest is the only
infectious disease of cattle that may have been eradicated worldwide (FAO, 2009). For countries that depend heavily on the export of animal products, freedom from diseases listed by the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE), such as foot and mouth disease (FMD), is particularly important. Being free of a disease, however, automatically implies that reintroduction is a threat. At a national level, minimizing the probability of introduction of eradicated diseases and maintaining contingency plans for when such diseases are inadvertently or intentionally introduced are essential policies. At the individual farm level, infectious diseases are a threat to animal health and welfare, production efficiency, and product quality, and biosecurity measures to prevent their introduction and spread within the herd are a necessity.

The threat from pathogens that are specifically deleterious to mammary health is illustrated by examples of the introduction of Mycoplasma spp. in some larger farms in the United States (González and Wilson, 2003). Introduction of pathogens that do not directly cause mastitis but that can have implications for udder health, such as bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV), also needs consideration in terms of maintaining mammary health through biosecurity.

In this article, we first review the effect of introduction of contagious infectious diseases, epidemic and endemic, on the incidence and prevalence of mastitis on dairy farms. Second, we will evaluate the role that biosecurity can play on individual dairy farms to prevent introduction and on-farm transmission of infections with pathogens that affect udder health directly or indirectly.

**CONTAGIOUS MASTITIS PATHOGENS AND UDDER HEALTH**

Several contagious mastitis pathogens are endemic in most countries with a dairy industry, but not necessarily within every farm. The most notable ones are *Streptococcus agalactiae* and *Mycoplasma* spp. Introduction of such pathogens into herds should be avoided through biosecurity measures. Even if a herd is already infected with a certain bacterial species; for example, *Staphylococcus aureus*, care is still required to prevent the introduction of animals infected with that species because purchased animals may introduce a new strain of the pathogen (Middleton et al., 2002). Newly emerged strains of mastitis pathogens may cause outbreaks of mastitis, even when transmission of other strains of the same bacterial species is adequately controlled by existing management measures (Smith et al., 1998; Zadoks et al., 2003).

**Streptococcus agalactiae**

In many countries, IMI with *Strep. agalactiae* is still common (Zadoks and Fitzpatrick, 2009). However, in several countries with a developed dairy industry the majority of dairy farms have become free of *Strep. agalactiae* (e.g., Andersen et al., 2003; Olde Riekerink et al., 2006; Piepers et al., 2007; Sampimon et al., 2009). In some countries and regions, mandatory eradication of this pathogen from the small number of herds that are positive has been considered (Andersen et al., 2003; Hillerton et al., 2004). Eradication is straightforward if farmers comply with recommended control strategies (Neave et al., 1969; Loeffler et al., 1995), although anecdotal reports suggest re-emergence of *Strep. agalactiae* in some European countries (e.g., Finland, S. Pyörälä, University of Helsinki, Department of Production Animal Medicine, Saarentaus, Finland; personal communication, 2009; Denmark, J. Katholm, Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, Department of Clinical Studies, Frederiksberg, Denmark; personal communication, 2009). Farmers who do not or cannot implement this program (e.g., organic dairy farms with restrictions on use of antimicrobials for treatment of IMI; farms that do not have routine access to diagnostic facilities or treatment products) are at greatest risk of a major outbreak of infection with...
Strep. agalactiae. If a cow with a Strep. agalactiae IMI is purchased and introduced into a herd that complies with the contagious mastitis control program, the likelihood that the infection will spread to a major proportion of the herd is relatively low. On rare occasions, an animal or bulk tank sample may test positive for Strep. agalactiae because of the presence of a human strain of the organism (Zadoks and Schukken, 2006).

Mycoplasma

Prevalence of Mycoplasma mastitis has increased in several countries (Fox et al., 2005). Mycoplasma has been a major cause of clinical mastitis in large and expanding dairy farms in the southern United States (González and Wilson, 2003; Fox et al., 2005). The infection is often introduced by a purchased heifer. Contagious mastitis control procedures contribute to control of outbreaks of Mycoplasma mastitis. Mycoplasma control, however, relies heavily on test-and-cull, which is different from the treatment-based approach used in control of Strep. agalactiae. Additionally, diagnosis of Mycoplasma infections is more challenging because of variable shedding of the organism in milk. Current data suggest that a significant number of new outbreaks may occur via internal or animal-to-animal transmission of Mycoplasma by asymptomatic carriers within the herd (Fox et al., 2005). On-farm transmission may furthermore be maintained through aerosols from animals with respiratory Mycoplasma infection. Some states in the United States, such as Louisiana, have introduced a statewide control program for Mycoplasma mastitis in dairy herds (Owens and Nipper, 2008). After the first case was identified in Louisiana in September 2002, a monitoring program was started. Bulk milk of all farms was cultured monthly to detect Mycoplasma-positive herds. In positive herds, composite samples of all lactating cows were cultured and movement of cows from such herds was restricted. The prevalence of Mycoplasma in bulk milk in Louisiana has substantially decreased since the first case was recognized, and the frequency of bulk tank culture has been reduced to quarterly monitoring (Owens and Nipper, 2008).

Staphylococcus aureus

Staphylococcus aureus is a common cause of mastitis on dairy farms (e.g., Olde Riekerink et al., 2008) and the most frequently isolated major pathogen in heifer mastitis (Borm et al., 2006). Although control of Staph. aureus mastitis is often deemed to be difficult, many herds have successfully achieved this through implementation of the standard mastitis prevention program (e.g., Hillerton et al., 1995; Zadoks et al., 2002; Barkema et al., 2006). As a result, the prevalence of Staph. aureus IMI has decreased in several European countries (e.g., Pitkälä et al., 2004; Bradley et al., 2007).

Recently, methicillin-resistant Staph. aureus (MRSA) of animal origin has become an important public health concern. Pig farming in particular is associated with a high prevalence of MRSA, but MRSA has also been identified as a cause of mastitis in dairy cattle (Juhász-Kaszanyitzky et al., 2007; Moon et al., 2007; Wulf and Voss, 2008). Strain typing of MRSA isolates from cattle and humans suggests the possibility of zoonotic transmission, although it is not always clear whether infections are transmitted from humans to animals or from animals to humans (Devriese and Hommez, 1975; Lee, 2003; Juhász-Kaszanyitzky et al., 2007). In the Netherlands, veal and pig farmers were at greater risk of harboring MRSA than the general population (Vandenbroucke-Grauls and Beaufrean, 2006; Van Reijen et al., 2008). Antibacterial susceptibility testing of Staph. aureus isolates from bovine mastitis cases (clinical and subclinical) submitted to the Animal Health Diagnostic Laboratory of Michigan, from 1994 to 2000, showed that 99.4% of 846 isolates were susceptible to cloxacillin (Erskine et al., 2002). Of 2,132 Staph. aureus isolates obtained from milk samples submitted to the Wisconsin Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory from 1994 to 2001, 1.8% were resistant to cloxacillin (Makovec and Ruegg, 2003). Because of the
significance of MRSA infection in humans, and the common use of cloxacillin, an
antimicrobial similar to methicillin/oxacillin, for mastitis treatment or prevention, pressure
on the dairy industry to monitor MRSA infections is increasing. Even though the effect of
MRSA on udder health is not known to be different from the effect of other *Staph. aureus* on
bovine udder health, the potential impact on human health may result in the need for stricter
control measures.

**Other Mastitis Pathogens**

Several other mastitis pathogens are thought to have the potential to spread in a contagious
manner. This is particularly true for *Strep. dysgalactiae* (Neave et al., 1969; Fox and Gay,
1993) and to a lesser extent for *Strep. canis* (Hassan et al., 2005; Tikofsky and Zadoks,
2005) and *Strep. uberis* (Neave et al., 1969; Zadoks, 2007). For *Escherichia coli*, adaptation
to the bovine host has been described (Bradley and Green, 2001). As of yet, there are no
reports of contagious transmission but biosecurity measures to prevent transmission of such
mammary-adapted strains may become necessary. For *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, another
important cause of coli-form mastitis, transmission via the milking machine or through
contamination of bedding material by infected cows has been suggested (Muñoz et al.,
2007). Based on strain-typing studies of *Staphylococcus chromogenes*, *Staphylococcus
hyicus*, and *Staphylococcus epidermidis*, contagious transmission of coagulase-negative
staphylococci appears to be relatively rare (Gillespie et al., 2009; Sawant et al., 2009).
Segregation of animals with clinical or subclinical mastitis could prevent transmission of
mammary pathogens via fomites or the environment, regardless of whether the pathogens
are considered to be contagious or opportunistic infectious agents.

**NONMASTITIS PATHOGENS AND UDDER HEALTH**

**List A Diseases**

In the last 2 decades, several outbreaks of OIE list A diseases (OIE, 2006) have occurred in
areas where these diseases are not endemic. Examples are the Bluetongue outbreak in
northern Europe that started in the fall of 2006, the 2000-2001 FMD outbreaks in the United
Kingdom and the Netherlands, and the occurrence of bovine spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE) in North America in 1993. In North America, the incidence of BSE is very low, but
the disease has had a major effect on the cattle industry, particularly in Canada (Tyshenko,
2007). Such outbreaks affect the farms that experience the disease, neighboring farms, the
whole farming sector and its supply chain, and more distantly related industries such as
tourism (Thompson et al., 2002). Of specific interest for the current review is the effect of
outbreaks of OIE list A diseases on mastitis. As an example, we will describe the 2001 FMD
outbreak in the Netherlands.

In March 2001, an outbreak of FMD occurred in the Netherlands (Bouma et al., 2003). The
first infected farm was not a dairy farm, but comprised goats and veal calves. The infection
was probably introduced by Irish veal calves transported through the UK and France where
they were infected via contact with animals originating from the UK. The infection was
subsequently transferred to dairy farms by various routes of transmission (Bouma et al.,
2003). Ultimately, 26 farms became infected and a region in the center of the Netherlands
was depopulated of susceptible species. Indirect sequelae of the outbreak included a general
movement ban for transport of livestock in the whole country and discontinuation of DHI
testing. Although it was clear that bulk milk SCC (BMSCC) was increasing on many farms
during the FMD outbreak, farmers did not know which animals were responsible for the
increase, because individual cow SCC could not be determined. Additionally, cows with
mastitis or high SCC could not be culled for 2 mo because of the transport ban. The overall
result was an increase in the national BMSCC (Figure 1). On nearly 2,000 farms,
approximately 260,000 animals, including more than 71,000 cattle, were culled under the
depopulation scheme (Bouma et al., 2003). Some farmers chose not to have their farms
restocked, but most repopulated their farms with animals from multiple origins. The risk of
introduction of pathogens when restocking farms is high. For example, restocking of cattle
from farms with a perceived high risk of bovine tuberculosis after the 2001 FMD epidemic
in the UK increased the risk of introduction of bovine tuberculosis (Carrique-Mas et al.,
2008). Introduction of pathogens, combined with the lack of opportunity for selection due to
shortage of replacement animals, may partly explain why BMSCC in the Netherlands
continued to be high after the FMD outbreak had ended (Figure 1). By contrast, evaluation
of data from the first year of the Bluetongue outbreak in the Netherlands showed a negative
effect on milk yield but not on SCC (Van Schaik et al., 2008).

Other Diseases

Several infections with nonmastitis pathogens appear to be associated with udder health in a
dairy herd. Probably the best documented is infection with BVDV, although the mechanism
has not been unraveled and it is uncertain to which extent association is causal. In
Norwegian herds that had a marked increase in BVDV antibodies in the bulk milk, the
incidence rate of clinical mastitis was 7% higher than in herds that did not (Waage, 2000). In
a large Dutch observational study, the incidence of new high SCC cases was lower in herds
that became BVDV-free than in herds that did not (Berends et al., 2008). In the Norwegian
and Dutch studies, BMSCC was not affected. In a French study, BMSCC was higher in
BVDV-positive herds than in BVDV-negative herds (Beaudeau et al., 2005). Like BVDV,
bovine herpesvirus 1 (BHV-1), bovine immunodeficiency virus, and bovine leukemia virus
infections may play an indirect role in bovine mastitis, probably because of their
immunosuppressive properties (Wellenberg et al., 2002). Other viruses that can affect udder
health include bovine herpesvirus 2, vaccinia, cowpox, pseudocowpox, vesicular stomatitis,
foot-and-mouth disease viruses, and bovine papillomaviruses. These viruses induce teat
lesions, which may predispose the animal to bacterial udder infections (Wellenberg et al.,
2002). A specific role for bovine herpes virus 4 (BHV-4) in mastitis has been suggested
(Wellenberg et al., 2002). Other authors state that BHV-4 does not play a role in causation
of mastitis, but that reactivation of the virus by mastitis may contribute to more severe or
prolonged mastitis episodes (Kálmán et al., 2004).

Any disease or condition (e.g., lameness or poor fertility) that significantly affects culling
rates may affect BMSCC because it reduces opportunities for selection and culling based on
SCC and thus increases the risk of within-herd transmission of contagious mastitis. Changes
in farm business strategy, such as herd expansion, are another reason to limit culling of cows
affected by mastitis (Faust et al., 2001; Hadley et al., 2006; Villarroel et al., 2007).
Implications of herd expansion for mammary gland health and milk quality should be
carefully considered and need to include aspects of animal and personnel availability and
management. Another factor often overlooked is the potential influence of milk quality
payment thresholds; such bonus/penalty thresholds are often implemented in more
“developed” markets. Data from a US dairy cooperative showed that the probability of
producing milk with BMSCC <100,000 cells/mL could double during high premium
periods, and an associated 10% increase in the probability of producing milk with BTSCC
<200,000 cells/mL was observed (Nightingale et al., 2008). Conversely, an increase in
BMSCC payment/bonus threshold will encourage farmers to retain cows with high SCC
because their retention in the herd will increase output and can be tolerated without directly
affecting milk price. The implication of such a practice is an increase in infectious pressure
within the herd.
A disease that significantly increases culling risk is Johne’s disease (McKenna et al., 2006b), caused by infection with *Mycobacterium avium* ssp. *paratuberculosis* (MAP). The herd-level prevalence of MAP infection is high in nearly all countries with a significant dairy industry (McKenna et al., 2004; USDA-APHIS-VS, 2007; Nielsen and Toft, 2009). Results from a study of dairy cattle in Maritime Canada indicated that, after controlling for parity, 305-d milk production, and SCC, the odds of being culled was 1.4 times greater in MAP ELISA-positive cows than in ELISA-negative cows (Tiwari et al., 2005). At the farm level, high prevalence of MAP antibody-positive cows has been associated with high levels of BMSCC and clinical mastitis (Diéguez et al., 2008). As for BVDV, the mechanism and causality of this association are unknown, but reduced opportunity for selection could be part of the explanation.

Most foodborne pathogens; for example, *Salmonella*, *Listeria monocytogenes*, *Campylobacter*, and *E. coli* O157:H7, either do not cause or contribute to the risk of mastitis or do so only sporadically. Several of these pathogens are commonly present on dairy farms (Murinda et al., 2004), and it is nearly impossible to take biosecurity measures to prevent their introduction. To reduce the prevalence of *L. monocytogenes*, silage quality is more important than biosecurity (Nightingale et al., 2005). For control of *Salmonella* infections in dairy herds, both internal and external biosecurity measures are important (Nielsen et al., 2007). The presence of foodborne pathogens in milk has been associated with outbreaks of disease in humans (Leedom, 2006). Thus, the importance of these pathogens arises from their potential effect on milk quality rather than as a cause of mastitis.

**PREVENTION OF INTRODUCTION**

**Mastitis Pathogens**

Cows purchased into the dairy herd may be infected with mastitis pathogens and are a possible risk to other cows in the herd. Although this risk can never be totally avoided, it can at least be minimized by taking appropriate biosecurity measures. A farm should have a written policy (standard operating procedure or protocol) for biosecurity, developed in consultation with its veterinarian (Dinsmore, 2002; Cannas da Silva et al., 2006). Although this is also important on small farms, it is essential on large farms that employ multiple people, especially in the case of personnel with different levels of education and knowledge of the dairy industry or speaking different languages (e.g., Stup et al., 2006). As dairy farms around the world increase in size, purchase of animals is often necessary. Herd expansion through acquisition rather than internal herd growth implies the risk of introduction of infections. However, larger herds may also have increasingly highly qualified personnel, more opportunities to separate groups, a greater ability to invest in laboratory testing, and more development of on-farm biosecurity programs, all of which may mitigate problems associated with herd expansion.

To prevent the introduction of mastitis pathogens when purchasing cows, a balance has to be struck between minimizing the probability of purchasing an infected cow and maintaining sufficient choice in the population from which to select replacements. This balance is influenced by the farm attitude to risk, the degree of risk acceptable for purchasing an infected cow, and the likely consequences for the herd of introducing a new pathogen (Gunn et al., 2008). In general, it is pragmatic to implement strategies that increase the sensitivity of diagnostic methods at the expense of specificity (i.e., it is better to detect as many infected cows as possible even if some uninfected cows are rejected). The strategies described below may be too onerous for some farms to adopt, but the measures were successfully included in a holistic mastitis control plan in the UK that was demonstrated to improve mastitis in a randomized clinical trial (Green et al., 2007b).
To minimize the risk of buying infected cattle, it is sensible to set some standards that apply to the herd of origin. For example, 1) the herd should have had a rolling geometric mean herd SCC <200,000 cells/mL for at least 1 yr (or lower in countries with a low BMSCC such as in some Scandinavian countries); 2) the herd should have individual cow SCC recorded, preferably monthly but at least every 2 mo, for the previous 6 mo; 3) the herd must not have had Strep. agalactiae infections in the last 2 yr; 4) the herd should be BVDV-free or vaccinated; 5) the herd must not have cows with severe teat lesions; and 6) the herd-owner should provide truthful information on pathogens present on farm. However, knowledge of pathogen presence and attitudes toward disclosure are vastly different between countries. Additionally, in countries with a high awareness of the importance of biosecurity, herds that cease farming activities are not necessarily the herds with the best information on pathogen presence. Some of this information is publicly available in some countries (e.g., Salmonella status in Denmark; Nielsen and Ersbøll, 2005), whereas in other countries no information would be available.

Although heifers can become infected with mastitis bacteria before they calve for the first time (Fox, 2009), they may (depending on source) be at less risk than older cows. Therefore, purchase of pregnant nonlactating heifers from an established, well-managed source is often preferable over purchase of older animals. In regions with a high prevalence of Staph. aureus or Mycoplasma IMI in young stock, this may not apply (González and Wilson, 2003; Nickerson, 2009). If older cows are purchased, they should preferably only be purchased with whole lactation SCC records (see below), and if possible after quarter milk is cultured and found to be negative for contagious pathogens (Dinsmore, 2002). Because of variable shedding, a single culture may fail to reveal presence of IMI caused by Staph. aureus or Mycoplasma (Biddle et al., 2003; Sears and McCarthy, 2003) and it should be acknowledged that bacteriological culture is not a foolproof method for identification of IMI.

In the absence of or in combination with culture results, SCC records provide a useful basis for decisions on the probability of major pathogen infections. Somatic cell concentrations in milk are used as indicators of mammary health on the basis that they reflect an immune response and therefore the presence of infection. An SCC <100,000 cells/mL is often considered to be “normal” in a healthy mammary gland (quarter) (Sordillo et al., 1997; Schukken et al., 2003), whereas an SCC >200,000 cells/mL is suggestive of bacterial infection (Brolund, 1985; Schepers et al., 1997; Schukken et al., 2003). However, there is not a discrete threshold cow SCC value that can be used to identify all infected and uninfected cows (Dohoo and Meek 1982; Bradley and Green, 2005). The commonly used cut-off of 200,000 cells/mL has a sensitivity and specificity of approximately 70 to 80% (Dohoo and Meek, 1982). As the chosen SCC threshold is decreased, the sensitivity of IMI detection increases and the specificity decreases. In the UK the following recommendations were made regarding SCC of purchased cows when implementing a national mastitis control intervention study (Green et al., 2007b): 1) the cow should, in the last lactation, not have had a test-day SCC in excess of 200,000 cells/mL, and 2) the cow should have at least the 3 most recent SCC in current lactation <100,000 cells/mL. It may be reasonable in some countries (e.g., Norway or Sweden) to require the 3 most recent SCC readings to be <50,000 cells/mL and thus increase the sensitivity of identification of IMI further. When considering SCC data it is important to note that such information will not be available in herds that do not participate in a milk recording program. Purchase of a cow from a nonrecorded herd should therefore be considered high risk. Attention should be also paid to the possibility of cows not being present at a test day (missing SCC records). Because this could be as a result of clinical mastitis, such cows should also be considered high risk.
Before addition of newly purchased animals to the herd, it is also pragmatic to consider the following as good clinical practice: 1) udder, teats, and milk being examined for signs of abnormalities on arrival; 2) the cow being milked last until all cow-side SCC tests show low SCC for 3 consecutive days; and 3) it being possible to send cows back to the vendor if any mammary gland abnormalities are found within 2 wk of purchase. If the vendor chooses not to have the animal returned to the farm of origin, an agreement could be made that this animal would go for slaughter.

Preferably, a dairy herd should be closed (i.e., no purchase of animals), with barriers to outside animals and people. People can harbor mastitis bacteria and there may be transmission between humans and cows (Roberson et al., 1994; Juhász-Kaszányitzky et al., 2007). Therefore, the number of relief milkers should be minimized and external personnel should not be allowed to handle cows in the parlor. On dairies with hired labor, education of personnel on personal hygiene, biosecurity measures, and mastitis prevention is important, together with provision of adequate sanitary and hand-washing facilities and training in their use (Villarroel et al., 2007). Dogs and cats may carry pathogens, specifically *Strep. canis*, which can cause mastitis outbreaks (Tikofsky and Zadoks, 2005). Dogs and cats can also carry *Strep. agalactiae* and MRSA, but the strains affecting dogs and cats are more closely related to human strains than bovine strains, at least for *Strep. agalactiae* (Yildirim et al., 2002).

### Nonmastitis Pathogens

“Diseases are bought and paid for” (Geart Benedictus, Benedictus Consulting, Joure, the Netherlands; personal observation): The most important route of introduction of infections is through purchase of infected animals. Although this is or should be common knowledge, many North American dairy farmers purchase animals on a regular basis (Wells, 2000; Hoe and Ruegg, 2006). Not many of these animals are screened for infectious diseases before or shortly after arrival at the dairy farm (Faust et al., 2001; Hoe and Ruegg, 2006). Also, quarantine is very difficult on most dairy farms and therefore seldom implemented (Faust et al., 2001; Villarroel et al., 2007). Purchase of animals is not the only route of introduction of infections. Replacement heifers that return from calf-rearing facilities where they have commingled with animals from other farms and animals returning from cattle shows or fairs can be an important source as well (Villarroel et al., 2007). Most farmers take insufficient measures to prevent spread of infections from animals returning from a calf-rearing facility or after a show (Thunes and Carpenter, 2007; Villarroel et al., 2007).

A few on-farm tests for infectious agents and antibodies have become available. For example, reliable rapid tests for BVDV, such as an antigen capture ELISA, make it feasible to identify persistently infected animals before they are mingled with the rest of the herd (Fulton et al., 2006). Also, an electronic nose (gas sensor array) was effective in detection of *Mycobacterium bovis* infection in cattle and other species (Fend et al., 2005) and in detection of mastitis pathogens (Hettinga et al., 2008). Additionally, tests such as multiplex PCR that will detect a large number of infectious agents may become available for routine or on-farm use in the future (e.g., Lenhoff et al., 2008).

Humans visiting farms can transfer infectious organisms. Individuals who visit many farms per day, such as inseminators and veterinarians, pose a high risk of introducing infections and should be instructed to wear protective clothing before handling cattle (Van Schaik et al., 2002). Transmission by humans played a significant role in the 2001 FMD outbreak and the 1997-1998 classical swine fever outbreak in the Netherlands (Stegeman et al., 1999; Bouma et al., 2003). Other important modes of transmission are through manure, equipment, cattle traders, and transportation trucks (e.g., Veling et al., 2002; Villarroel et al., 2007). If
dead stock is collected, collection vehicles should not be allowed to reach the proximity of the farm livestock.

Other animals, both domestic and wildlife, can also play an important role in transmission of infections between and within herds. It is good practice to keep dogs and cats away from dairy cattle to prevent transmission of pathogens and diseases, including *Neospora caninum* (Dijkstra et al., 2002; Bartels et al., 2007), echinococcosis/gydatidosis (Craig and Larrieu, 2006), *Toxoplasma gondii* (Canada et al., 2002), brucellosis (Mishal et al., 1999), leptospirosis (Leal-Castellanos et al., 2003), and rabies (Blancou, 2008). Wild canidae also play a role in the transmission of *N. caninum*, badgers can carry bovine tuberculosis, and deer can have BVDV, BHV-1, and FMD virus (Lamontagne et al., 1989; Máirtin et al., 1997; Dijkstra et al., 2002; Haigh et al., 2002; Olde Riekerink et al., 2005; Wapenaar et al., 2006). In outbreaks, however, the role of wildlife is sometimes suspected rather than proven, and the possibility of transmission by other species may be over-emphasized at the expense of not evaluating and addressing other more probable and important routes of transmission between and within cattle herds.

**PREVENTION OF ON-FARM TRANSMISSION**

**Mastitis Pathogens**

An important aspect of the control of infection, intramammary or otherwise, consists of preventing contagious transmission between animals within the herd. As stated by Dinsmore (2002): “40 years of knowledge regarding the on-farm control of contagious mastitis (now known as within-herd biosecurity) must be dusted off and implemented with renewed vigor to prevent the rampant spread of contagious mastitis.” In some countries, such as the UK and New Zealand, “environmental” mastitis is more prevalent than “contagious” mastitis, but overemphasis on environmental mastitis may carry the danger of neglecting basic control procedures for contagious transmission of pathogens, including those that may spread via the environment as well as from animal to animal (Bradley et al., 2007; Zadoks, 2007).

The foundation for the control of contagious mastitis on dairy farms was laid in the UK in the late 1960s (Neave et al., 1969). It led to development of the 5-point plan, which can be summarized as the combination of 1) good husbandry and milking practice with regular maintenance of the milking machine; 2) use of post-milking teat disinfection; 3) antimicrobial treatment of cows with clinical mastitis; 4) blanket dry cow treatment with antimicrobials; and 5) culling of chronically infected cows (Hillerton et al., 1995). The milking machine and milking technique affect the susceptibility of the mammary gland to infection as well as the risk of exposure to mastitis pathogens. It is important that all milkers, whether routine or relief staff, maintain correct operation of the machine (Grindal, 1988). Many studies have demonstrated the impact of post-milking teat disinfection on prevention of mastitis, including mastitis caused by *Staphylococcus* and *Streptococcus* species (NMC, 2008). Treatment of clinical or subclinical mastitis may contribute to reduced transmission of infection, but antimicrobial treatment of mastitis is not always successful (Barkema et al., 2006; Zadoks, 2007). When treatment fails, removal of the infected animal from the herd to prevent contagious transmission may be necessary. Routine treatment of all cows with antimicrobials at dry off is criticized out of concern over development of antimicrobial resistance, but a recent meta-analysis showed that the risk of new IMI is 1.5 to 1.9 times as high in quarters or cows that do not receive blanket dry cow treatment as in cows that do receive blanket dry cow treatment (Robert et al., 2006).

Despite longstanding recognition of the importance of the milking machine in mastitis prevention, more than 60% of parlors failed their annual performance test in a 2004 survey.
of 1,000 herds in the UK (Berry et al., 2005). Compared with farms with low BMSCC, farms with high BMSCC less frequently use blanket dry cow treatment and post-milking teat disinfection and treat clinical mastitis cows for a relatively short time (Erskine et al., 1987; Barkema et al., 1999b). Additionally, several recommended procedures are practiced more often on low BMSCC farms (i.e., regular check of milking machine, dry udder preparation, hygiene management) than on farms with a higher BMSCC (Barkema et al., 1999b). These findings underscore the need to “dust off” our existing knowledge on control of mastitis. Although knowledge is available, some farmers do not implement it, in part because they fail to see its economic value (Huijps et al., 2008). Compliance with preventive strategies is linked to the producer’s attitude (Barkema et al., 1999a), the level of encouragement for application of control measures (Zadoks et al., 2002; Hillerton et al., 1995) and to the degree of success in mastitis control achieved (Green et al., 2007b). Penalties for high BMSCC seem to be the only measure to convince these farmers to implement the basics of control of contagious mastitis. In some cases, BMSCC is manipulated by withholding milk from cows from the bulk supply and by culling rather than through implementation of disease control measures.

Transmission of contagious mastitis pathogens mainly occurs during milking (Fox and Gay, 1993). To ensure that every milking starts with milking equipment that is not contaminated with pathogens, the use of a “disinfecting” milking machine wash-up routine after every milking is strongly recommended (http://www.nmconline.org/docs/NMCchecklistInt.pdf). It is important to adhere to a milking order (infection-free animals first; infected animals last) in herds with a high or increasing BMSCC (Wilson et al., 1995). This is simplest to implement in a tie-stall herd. In large free-stall herds, it is preferable to milk heifers before older animals and healthy animals before the sick pen, because the risk of presence of infection tends to increase in that order (Villarroel et al., 2007). Isolation of infected animals is also very important in Mycoplasma mastitis outbreaks (González and Wilson, 2003). Segregation of cows with clinical mastitis or high SCC and proper use of the sick pen (i.e., no use of the sick pen as a calving pen) are additional proven measures to prevent new IMI (Wilson et al., 1995). Consideration should be given to housing heifers separately from older cows (McDougall et al., 2008), particularly the sick ones. The role of waste milk in transmission of Staph. aureus mastitis is poorly understood. It does not appear to contribute to mastitis when calves are reared in isolation, but when there is opportunity for cross-suckling among animals or transmission by flies, waste milk may act as a source of mastitis pathogens (Roberson et al., 1994). Although it may appear economically attractive or “natural,” waste milk should not be fed to calves because it can be contaminated with pathogens such as MAP or Mycoplasma (González and Wilson, 2003; Ruzante et al., 2008). Pasteurization of waste milk reduces the risk of pathogen transmission when performed properly, but it does not eliminate the risk of transmission of MAP because the organism can survive pasteurization (Ruzante et al., 2008).

For monitoring of on-farm transmission of mastitis, as for assessment of the health status of animals that are introduced into the herd, data and samples at the group or animal level can be used. Bulk milk monitoring can be used to detect mastitis pathogens such as Strep. agalactiae, Staph. aureus, and Mycoplasma. Because the sensitivity of single bulk milk culture is limited, longitudinal monitoring is necessary to achieve high herd-level sensitivity of pathogen detection (Fox et al., 2005; Olde Riekerink et al., 2006). In large herds, in-line sampling of groups of animals or string sampling of the sick pen can be used for monitoring purposes (Dinsmore, 2002; Godden et al., 2002). At the cow level, clinical mastitis and SCC indices must be monitored (Bradley and Green, 2005; Bradley et al., 2008). Modern software is now available to provide easy access to such analysis (e.g., www.dairyone.com/DairyManagementResources/DairyComp305/default.htm; www.qmms.co.uk/software; and www.total-vet.co.uk).
mastitis allows for identification of causative agents, monitoring of transmission, and selection of animals as candidates for treatment, segregation, or culling.

Although the focus of this article is mainly contagious transmission, it is important to be mindful of the considerable importance of the environmental reservoir of mastitis pathogens. Components of herd and environmental management both during lactation (Barkema et al., 1999c; O’Reilly et al., 2006; Pyörälä, 2008) and during the dry period and calving period (Green et al., 2007a, 2008; http://www.nmconline.org/docs/NMC-checklistInt.pdf) are vital in mastitis control.

Nonmastitis Pathogens

Prevalence of infectious diseases is driven by their incidence and the duration of infections. In the case of contagious diseases, reduction in the duration of infections will also result in reduced exposure of herd mates and hence in reduced incidence. To limit the duration of infection, infections must be detected through the use of diagnostics tests, and test results must be used for treatment or culling decisions.

Presence of several infectious agents that have an indirect effect on mastitis, such as BVDV, can be monitored using bulk milk (Houe et al., 2006). Furthermore, antibodies against a range of bacteria, protozoa, and viruses such as N. caninum, BHV-1, Salmonella spp., Leptospira hardjo, and bovine leukemia virus can be detected using this medium (e.g., Wapenaar et al., 2007). For other pathogens such as MAP, sensitivity of tests conducted on bulk milk is limited (Jayarao et al., 2004). Adjustments in interpretative criteria for ELISA results (Van Weering et al., 2007) or use of real-time PCR (Herthnek et al., 2008) may increase the sensitivity of detection for Johne’s disease. When a group of animals is found to be positive based on herd- or string-level tests, subsequent animal-level tests can be used to identify infected animals. Bulk tank testing will not provide information on the infection status of dry cows, young stock, or nulliparous heifers, and separate monitoring of those groups may be necessary. Diseased animals should be seen as potential indicators of herd-level problems and their infection status should be monitored (Dinsmore, 2002). In the context of udder health, this is obvious for cows with clinical mastitis or high SCC. It also applies to animals showing other symptoms, such as diarrhea or abortion, which may be associated with infectious diseases that affect udder health indirectly.

Once infections are diagnosed, their duration may be limited through treatment (e.g., in the case of many mastitis pathogens) or through culling (e.g., in animals that are persistently infected with BVDV or infected with MAP). When infections are self-limiting, such as in cases of salmonellosis, treatment is not effective and culling is not necessary, but animals shedding the pathogen should be segregated from other animals until shedding has ceased. Biosecurity practices, especially those focused on sick cow management, calving area management, and manure management, limit the transmission of pathogens within an infected dairy operation (Wells, 2000; Villarroel et al., 2007). In addition, disease-specific monitoring and control programs have been developed, for example, for BVD (Moennig et al., 2005), MAP (Groenendaal et al., 2003; McKenna et al., 2006a), and salmonellosis (Warnick et al., 2006). For some contagious diseases, such as Staph. aureus mastitis, BVD, leptospirosis, and neosporosis, vaccines are available in some countries. Vaccination is usually considered an adjunct rather than an alternative to other control methods (Grooms, 2006; Dubey et al., 2007; Middleton et al., 2009).

THE FUTURE

The approach to control of infectious diseases differs between Europe, Australia, and New Zealand on one side and North America on the other side. Prevention and control of
infectious diseases is not yet the most important concern for emerging dairy nations such as India and China. In South America, Strep. agalactiae is still common (Duarte et al., 2004; Denamiel et al., 2005), suggesting relatively low levels of between- and within-herd biosecurity. In some nascent dairy industries (e.g., Colombia), cow-level SCC is not measured at all and bacterial counts exceed the average SCC of many other countries. Incentives for investment in biosecurity, including availability and use of diagnostic facilities, differ between countries (Windsor, 2002) and are dependent on factors such as the importance of export, level of self-sufficiency within a country, national or industry limits for bulk milk SCC, and premium and penalty payments relative to the base milk price.

Tracing the spread of new infections on a regional or national level is only possible if animals are properly identified, and animal traffic is monitored. An identification and registration (I&R) system for cattle is mandatory in most European countries, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, and Japan. When a foreign animal disease outbreak such as FMD occurs, it is nearly impossible to trace all cattle movements without a proper identification and registration system (Nielen et al., 1996). In the European Union, the system has proven its value in a large number of outbreaks of foreign animal disease. The Canadian Cattle Identification Program has proven its value in the North American BSE “outbreak.” A shift from external identification devices such as ear tags to more advanced devices such as injectable transponders can be expected. At the pathogen level, strain typing is increasingly used to monitor routes of disease transmission within and between herds, countries, and continents (Zadoks and Schukken, 2006).

Because of improvements in technology, our ability to trace animals and pathogens has increased dramatically in recent years and so has the ability to share information. Information sharing can contribute to disease control and to consumer awareness of animal diseases. In some countries, the need to trace pathogens, animals, and food of animal origin has increased, largely because of consumer concerns about animal health and welfare and food quality and safety. In other parts of the world, the growing size or increasing purchasing power of the population is generating an urgent need for quantity rather than quality of milk and dairy products. As international trade and travel increase, the risk of disease introduction and the importance of a disease-free status of animal populations will increase. Biosecurity has always been important for a farm’s profitability and the health of its animals. In addition, efficient use of limited resources is increasingly important because of the growth of the world population and increasing demands on available land mass for agriculture, fuel production, and other uses. Healthy animals produce more efficiently than unhealthy animals, and thus biosecurity contributes to efficient resource utilization (Zadoks and Fitzpatrick, 2009). Because of globalization and heightened consumer awareness, the importance of biosecurity now supersedes the individual farm level, and increased pressure to control transmission of infectious diseases can be expected at industry or government levels in western countries. The balance between population growth and increased individual wealth in other parts of the world may determine the extent to which other countries follow suit.
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Figure 1.
Plot of average bulk milk SCC (BMSCC) in the Netherlands from November 1996 to January 2008, showing an extended seasonal elevation after the foot and mouth disease (FMD) outbreak compared with other years.